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FURTHER FINDS ON 
THE ARBURY ROAD ESTATE 

W. H. C. FREND 

DURING the early part of 1956 the extension of building operations southwards 
towards Gilbert Road resulted in further Romano-British remains coming to light. 

(I) On the north side of Montgomery Road, about 75  ft. west of its junction with 
Alex Wood Road, trenches dug by workmen laying cables revealed. rough chalk 
foundations lying about i ft. below the surface. Thanks to the kindness of the con-
tractors, J. Brignell and Sons, a small excavation was carried out in the immediate 
proximity. This resulted in the discovery of part of a curious rectangular building. 
Chalk walls forming the south-west angle were cleared, and a wall followed. for 
1 7 ft. 6 in. on the west side and 8 ft. on the south side, where the building had been 
cut into and destroyed by the trench dug along the edge of Montgomery Road. On 
the east side, the traces of a heavily robbed return-wall were found, but, despite 
soundings, no wall was discovered on the north side. The wall foundations were 
I ft. 8 in. to 2 ft. wide. They were composed of blocks of clunch, some of which had 
been shaped and had been carefully laid on a thin base of yellow mortar. This 
contained some minute fragments of red-painted plaster. Among the footings, were 
some fragments of daub which bore traces of burning. 

Within this rectangular structure was an inner wall built on exactly the same plan, 
but diverging slightly from the parallel (see Fig. i). It was separated from the outer 
wall by a space i ft. 9  in. on the south side and z ft. on the west side. It had been 
built on a thin layer of yellow mortar similar to that used in the outer structure, but 
on the west side ragstone had been used and not clunch. These foundations bore a 
strong resemblance to those of the Roman farmstead found in 1953, some 300 yards 
north-west. As discovered, these inner walls were a mere partition, barely i ft. to 
I ft. 3  in. wide, and on both the east and west sides they ended abruptly in an in-
determinate mass of chalk rubble containing daub and burnt material. The space 
enclosed by them was only 5 ft, from east to west, but extended at least io ft. in the 
other directions. A fragment of fourth-century Castor ware and some colour-coated 
ware were found among the footings of the west wall. A base. of a third Castor ware 
beaker was also found during the excavation. 

How were these two buildings related? The outer and inner walls could not have 
belonged to the same building because they were not built parallel, and the gap 
between them was too narrow to serve any useful purpose. The indications were that 
the outer walls were the later, being built on the same plan after the smaller building 
which had occupied the site had been burnt down. Burnt daub was found below the 
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level of the outer walls, but the ragstone and clunch of the inner walls had been dis 
coloured by fire, and a good deal of burnt. material was found within the area 
enclosed to them. 

When were they built? The ground below them was honeycombed with pits, 
similar to those found on other parts of the estate. They had been dug .3 ft. to 
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3 ft. 6 in. deep, and contained several fragments of coarse, grey second-century ware, 
one fragment of a Samian dish, form 1 8/3  1 , and pieces of two flat sandstone querns. 
They had been filled up with blocks of clunch by the later builders, in the same way 
as the pits below the Romano-British farmstead already mentioned. At one point, 
9 in. of greyish silt had accumulated between the filling of the pit and the foundations 
of the inner wall. 

It must be confessed 'that the general appearance of the walls of both structures 
was medieval or later, rather than Romano-British. In particular, no roofing tiles 
such as were present on the rest of the site were found in the debris. The presence, 
however, of a Romano-British village, and the discovery of Roman wall plaster and 
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pottery in the footings suggests a Romano-British date. If that is so, it must have 
been in the fourth century, for the Castor ware recovered from the foundations of 
the inner wall was of a type found on fourth-century levels on the rest of the site. 
Remains of a long building with rough chalk foundations which ran for 23 ft. in one 
direction without remains of a returning wall were traced just east of the Roman 
farmstead. This was assumed to be a barn, and these structures may well have been 
something similar. 

(2) Workmen also digging a. drainage trench at a point 6o ft. south of the junction 
between Humphreys Road and Fortescue Road on the east side came upon a deep 
Romano-British pit. It was filled with burnt black earth and was 6 ft. in diameter. 
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It contained fragments of iron slag, cooking stones, pieces of a third/fourth-century 
mortarium1  with a wide rim ornamented with a zig-zag groove (Fig.'2 (d)), a grey 
pie-dish, a base of a colour-coated mortarium and a large hand-finished storage jar 
of orange fabric. 

There was also found a child's bronze bracelet, z in. in diameter, decorated with 
groups of plain incised lines, and a éhild's finger ring of thin strip bronze 5 in in 
diameter with traces of border of linear decoration on the upper face (Fig. z (a) and 
(b)). This pit may well have been connected with the working floor found nearby in 
1953 (Proc. C.A.S. vol. XLVIII (1954) )  p. 20). A worn antoninianus of Gallienus 
253-68 (rev. ORIENS AUG) was picked up among the spoil thrown out of the pit by the 
workmen. . . 

(3)• Another pit productive of third/fourth-century ware, including colour-coated 
and Castor ware, was discovered north of Alex Wood Road. This now seems to have 
marked the southern boundary of the occupied area. Building operations. south of 
this road and west of Mere Way have revealed no further traces of Roman occupation. 

(4) The cleaning of objects found during the • 1953 excavations has revealed a 
piece of the rod of a steel-yard from the Manhole site. 2  It is 2 in. long with shallow 
incised divisions on two sides. On the right hand the divisions are spaced in A in. 
intervals. On the left hand, the divisions are half this size or in. apart (Fig. 2 (c)). 
Examination of the debris from the supposed kiln at the north end of the Romano 
British site suggests that the burnt clay found did in fact come from the walls of a 
pottery kiln (Proc. C.A.S. vol. XLVIII ( 1 954), p. io). This had, however, been ruined 
and the fragments scattered during the Roman period. . 

1  Compare no. 43  from Pit 5  on the Arbury Road estate, published in Proc. C.A.S. vol. XLVIII (15), P. 35. 
2  Illustrated as P1. Iv, 13 in Proc. C.A.S. vol. XLVIII (1954), p. 25. A piece of a mortarium of the same 

type as that illustrated in Proc. C.A.S. vol. XLVIII P. 35 as no. 43  from Pit 5,  was picked up on the 
Manhole site in March 1956 from spoil out of workmen's trenches. 
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